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Wardrobes

For opening hours and directions to your nearest 

Storage case. 100% polyester. 
W34×D51, H28cm. 404.321.39

19.90
PAX/REINSVOLL/VIKEDAL
Wardrobe 
See page 5.

$2,000

New

Availability of some featured products may vary.

Please check IKEA.sg for more details.

Prolong the life of your favourite 
items – taking good care of your 
things is a great way to contribute 
to a more sustainable society. A soft 
storage case helps you minimise the 
effects of daily wear and tear.

PAX Wardrobes and 
KOMPLEMENT interior organisers 
have a 10-year guarantee.

ikeaproduct:993.856.02


A place for all the 
things you love
Stop looking and start finding. A well-organised wardrobe is 
simply the best – with everything in its place, you can enjoy a 
streamlined routine to begin your day in a relaxing way.  

Small or big, open or closed – there is a perfect solution 
for every home and every room. Check out our stylish and 
functional ideas for all the storage needs you have. 

...but you
don't have to
It’s easy to carry a few things home, but larger 

packages are a different story. Don't worry, 

we've got you covered. Find out more about 

our delivery services at IKEA.sg/services or scan 

the QR code below. 

Delivery service

Scan for more

You can carry it
home yourself...
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If you need support on the way to your ultimate 

wardrobe, weíre here to help you along. 

Use our practical online planners that allow you 

to digitally try the wardrobe units in the layout of 

your home before you decide, or visit your local 

store to get started.

PAX 

Customise your storage  04

PLATSA 

(P�GPS�USVF�ኙFYJCJMJUZ�  20

ELVARLI 

Choose airy openness  28

JONAXEL 

Find space for all your things  30

BOAXEL 

Open up for more storage  32
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We are at your service  34



Build on your 
dreams
Start your day in the best of ways. Find what you need and 

use the extra time to enjoy the sunrise. Our customisable 

PAX system and the organisational wizards in the 

KOMPLEMENT series let you decide size, colour and style 

down to the last detail.

PAX REINSVOLL 5

 1 New PAX Wardrobe $2,000 

  Foil finish and mirror glass. W200×D60, 

H236.4cm. White/REINSVOLL grey-beige/

VIKEDAL mirror glass 793.856.03  

  Knobs and lighting are sold separately. 

  For VIKEDAL mirror door, handle is included. 

What’s included in the price.  

Doors and frames $1,030 
Interior organisers $970 
Total wardrobe price

$2,000
 2 NORRFLY LED lighting strip $29.90/ea 

Aluminium, polycarbonate plastic and steel. 

L42cm. Aluminium-colour 603.322.52

 3 LACKISAR Storage case $19.90/ea 

  100% polyester. W34×D51, H28cm. 404.321.39

 4 New VINNÄSET Knob $7.90/2pcs 

  Clear lacquered solid beech. Ø37mm. 

004.372.28

  Safety and convenience first! Get someone to 

help you pick up the flat-packs and assemble 

your new PAX wardrobe together. Always 

secure it to the wall with the included wall 

fastener according to assembly instructions. 

Knobs, handles, lighting and all interior 

accessories are sold separately. For VIKEDAL 

mirror door, handle is included.

2

2

3

3

Let your eyes get used to the morning 

sun with the soft light from the NORRFLY 

lighting strip – it automatically switches 

on when you open your wardrobe.

Be kind to the planet and choose 

REINSVOLL doors with a particleboard 

made from recycled wood covered with a 

plastic foil of recycled PET bottles (at least 

90% recycled materials).

PAX wardrobes and KOMPLEMENT interior 
organisers have a 10-year guarantee. 
For more information on guarantees, 
see page 34.

VINNÄSET
Knob

$7.90
/2pcs

4

New

PAX 
Wardrobe

$2,000
1

New

ikeaproduct:993.856.02
ikeaproduct:603.322.52
ikeaproduct:604.321.38
ikeaproduct:504.342.94
ikeaproduct:603.322.52
ikeaproduct:604.321.38


6 PAX Walk-in PAX Walk-in 7

 1 PAX Corner wardrobe $1,215 

  Foil finish. Width left 210.3/width right 160.2, 

H236.4cm. White 793.856.98  
  Lighting is sold separately.  

What’s included in the price: 

Frames $665 
Interior organisers $550 

Total wardrobe price

$1,215
  KOMPLEMENT Pull-out trouser hanger 

  coming soon, please check IKEA.sg for 

  latest availability info.

A luxurious corner 
Lose the clutter once and for all, 

and find what you need, when you 

need it. With PAX you can create the 

walk-in closet of your dreams with 

perfect overview.

 2 LACKISAR Storage case $29.90 

  100% polyester. W69×D51, H19cm. 104.321.45

 3 NORRFLY LED lighting strip $49.90/ea 

You can dim your lighting wirelessly and 

easily adapt the lighting based on activity. 

Aluminium, polycarbonate plastic and steel. 

Designer: Ulf Quensel. L92cm. 

  Aluminium-colour 903.322.55

 4 KVARNVIK Storage box with lid 
  $19.90/ea Paper and steel. L35×W25, H20cm. 

Beige 904.594.85

 5 BEKVÄM Stepladder, 3 steps $59 

  Solid beech, adhesive. H63cm. 701.904.12

 6 KVARNVIK Storage box, set of 3 $19.90 

Sizes: 1 pc (Ø15 cm, height 9 cm), 1 pc (Ø22 cm, 

height 12 cm) and 1 pc (Ø29 cm, height 15 cm). 

Paperboard and paper. Beige 804.594.81

 7 KOMPLEMENT Drawer mat $10 

  100% polyester. W89.8×D52.9cm. 

  Light grey patterned 304.653.90

 8 SY Scissors $7.90 Stainless steel, plastic 

  and synthetic rubber. L25.5cm. 001.851.07

  Safety and convenience first! Get someone to 

help you pick up the flat-packs and assemble 

your new PAX wardrobe together. 

  Always secure it to the wall with the included 

wall fastener according to assembly 

instructions. Lighting and all interior 

accessories are sold separately.

Assembly

All of our products are 

designed to be assembled 

by you, but we’re more 

than happy to help put 

it all together, too.
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SY
Scissors

$7.90

8

The soft KOMPLEMENT drawer mat 

fits perfectly in all KOMPLEMENT 

drawers – just cut it to the right length 

to protect both your furniture and the 

things you store.  

KVARNVIK
Storage box, set of 3

$19.90

6

KVARNVIK 
Storage box, set of 3

$19.90

6

PAX wardrobes and
KOMPLEMENT interior
organisers have a 10-year
guarantee. See page 34.

ikeaproduct:993.856.97
ikeaproduct:404.321.44
ikeaproduct:903.322.55
ikeaproduct:204.594.79
ikeaproduct:901.904.11
ikeaproduct:604.594.77
ikeaproduct:504.653.89
ikeaproduct:604.594.77
ikeaproduct:504.653.89
ikeaproduct:201.851.06


Display the pretty things 
(and hide the rest)
Show off your colour-coordinated 

clothes, store your accessories 

in boxes and keep the rest behind 

sleek doors for a clutter-free 

and dynamic-looking room. 

Your choice of doors adds 

character to the solution – 

glass doors for a complete 

overview or semi-transparent 

sliding doors for a softer feeling.

8 PAX SVARTISDAL PAX TYSSEDAL 9

 3 PAX Wardrobe $1,580 

  Foil finish and tempered glass. W200×D60, 

H236.4cm. White/TYSSEDAL glass 493.001.01  
Handles and lighting are sold separately.  

What’s included in the price:  

Doors and frames $730 
Interior organisers $850 
Total wardrobe price

$1,580

 4 LINDSHULT LED cabinet lighting 
  $29.90/ea You can dim your lighting wirelessly 

and easily adapt the lighting based on activity. 

Nickel-plated steel and glass. Designer: 

  K Hagberg/M Hagberg. L34.5cm. 102.604.36

 5 SKÄRHAMN Handle $19.90/2pcs 

  Chrome-plated zinc and powder coated zinc. 

Designer: Ebba Strandmark. Hole spacing 

128mm. Black/chrome-plated 903.487.89

 6 VARIERA Cover cap $1.90/100pcs 

  Covers drill holes in the glass door cabinet 

  or open shelf. Polyethylene plastic. White 

402.434.69

 7 SKÄRHAMN Drop handle $19.90/2pcs 

  Chrome-plated zinc and powder coated zinc. 

Designer: Ebba Strandmark. Ø20mm. 

  Black/chrome-plated 903.694.37

 
  Safety and convenience first! Get someone to 

help you pick up the flat-packs and assemble 

your new PAX wardrobe together. Always 

secure it to the wall with the included wall 

fastener according to assembly instructions. 

Knobs, handles, lighting and all interior 

accessories are sold separately.

The timeless appeal of SVARTISDAL doors 

matches any style. Added lighting makes 

it easier to find your things (and gives 

your room a fabulous look).

2
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Delivery 

Whether you’re shopping 

in store or online, and 

no matter how big the 

purchase, we can do the 

heavy lifting and bring it to 

your preferred location. 

 1 New PAX Wardrobe $1,440 

  Foil finish and tempered, frosted glass. 

W200×D66, H236.4cm. White stained oak 

effect/SVARTISDAL white paper effect 

893.363.01 Lighting is sold separately.  

What’s included in the price: 

Doors and frames $890 
Interior organisers $550 
Total wardrobe price

$1,440
 2 SKUBB Storage case $9.90/ea 

  Dimensioned for PAX wardrobe frame 

  50x58 cm. Fabric: 100% polyester. 

  W44×D55, H19cm. Dark grey 404.729.84

  Safety and convenience first! Get someone 

to help you pick up the flat-packs and 

assemble your new PAX wardrobe together. 

Always secure it to the wall with the included 

wall fastener according to assembly 

instructions. Lighting and all interior 

accessories are sold separately.

1 PAX 
Wardrobe

$1,440

New

PAX wardrobes and
KOMPLEMENT interior
organisers have a 10-year
guarantee. See page 34.

ikeaproduct:493.362.99
ikeaproduct:203.999.99
ikeaproduct:093.001.03
ikeaproduct:102.604.36
ikeaproduct:503.487.86
ikeaproduct:002.263.15
ikeaproduct:103.694.36


On the right track to save space

Enjoy a perfect overview of all your items with the 

practical MEHAMN sliding doors that save room 

in front of your wardrobe (and bring a tranquil 

feeling to your home when closed).

 1 PAX Wardrobe $1,329 (Previous price $1,384) 

  Foil finish. W200×D44, H236.4cm. 

  White/MEHAMN white stained oak effect 

693.856.13  Lighting is sold separately.  

What’s included in the price:  

Doors and frames $730 

Interior organisers $599

 
Even lower price

  Total wardrobe price

$1,329
  Previous price $1,384  

   

 2 URSHULT LED cabinet lighting $29.90/ea 

  You can dim your lighting wirelessly and 

  easily adapt the lighting based on activity. 

  Nickel-plated steel. Designer: Mikael 

Warnhammar. L29cm. 302.604.02

 3 PUDDA Basket $14.90 

  100% polyester. W28×D28, H23cm. 103.440.78

  Safety and convenience first! Get someone 

to help you pick up the flat-packs and 

assemble your new PAX wardrobe together. 

Always secure it to the wall with the included 

wall fastener according to assembly 

instructions. Lighting and all interior 

accessories are sold separately.

URSHULT
LED cabinet lighting

$29.90

2

10 PAX MEHAMN PAX MEHAMN 11

A shallow wardrobe with clothes rails 

that allow you to hang your hoodies 

and jackets forward-facing is the perfect 

solution for a narrow hallway.

2

PUDDA
Basket

$14.90
3

Two styles in one with double-sided 

panels: choose your favourite, mix the 

two or simply flip them when you feel 

like a change. 

PAX wardrobes and
KOMPLEMENT interior
organisers have a 10-year
guarantee. See page 34.

PAX
Wardrobe

$1,329
Previous price $1,384

1

Even lower price

ikeaproduct:893.856.12
ikeaproduct:302.604.02
ikeaproduct:203.439.12
ikeaproduct:302.604.02


Meet three personalities

Find the PAX that shares your character. Are you a playful human being with 

tons of gear for fun activities? A traditional person with well-organised items, 

neatly stowed away? Or a minimalistic individual who is always on the lookout 

for adventures? There are as many PAX and KOMPLEMENT combinations as there 

are storage needs – just decide who is your favourite friend! Hinged or sliding 

doors complete the look (you'll find a selection of them on the next page). 

12 PAX 3 way PAX 3 way 13

PAX planner 

Use our online planning tool 

to try different combinations 

and rearrange things until 

you find the best solution for 

your space. 

Safety and convenience first! Get someone 

to help you pick up the flat-packs and 

assemble your new PAX wardrobe together. 

Always secure it to the wall with the included 

wall fastener according to assembly 

instructions. Lighting and all interior 

accessories are sold separately.

1
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4
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9

 2 LINDSHULT LED cabinet lighting 

  $29.90/ea Nickel-plated steel and glass. 

L34.5cm. 102.604.36

 3 NORRFLY LED lighting strip $39.90/ea 

Aluminium, polycarbonate plastic and steel. 

L67cm. 203.322.54

 1 PAX Wardrobe $895 

  Foil finish. W150×D58, H236.4cm. 

  White stained oak effect  393.305.61 

  Lighting is sold separately.  

What’s included in the price: 

Frames $280 

Interior organisers $615 

Total wardrobe price

$895

 4 PAX Wardrobe $975 

  Foil finish. W150×D58, H236.4cm. 

  White 993.856.78 Lighting is sold separately.  

What’s included in the price:  

Frames $280 

Interior organisers $695 

Total wardrobe price

$975
  KOMPLEMENT Pull-out trouser hanger 

  coming soon, please check IKEA.sg for 

  latest availability info.

 5 URSHULT LED cabinet lighting $29.90/ea 

Nickel-plated steel. L29cm. 302.604.02

 6 PAX Wardrobe $475 

  Foil finish. W150×D58, H236.4cm. 

  White 493.856.71 Lighting is sold separately.  

What’s included in the price: 

Frames $280 

Interior organisers $195 

Total wardrobe price

$475
 

 7 SKUBB Storage case $14.90 

  Dimensioned for PAX wardrobe frame 

  100x58cm. Fabric: 100% polyester. 

  W93×D55, H19cm. White 902.903.59

 8 SKUBB Storage case $9.90 

  Dimensioned for PAX wardrobe frame 

  50x58cm. Fabric: 100% polyester. 

  W44×D55, H19cm. White 502.903.61

 9 SKUBB Shoe box $14.90/4pcs 

  Dimensioned for PAX wardrobe frame 

  depth 35cm. Fabric: 100% polyester. 

  W22×D34, H16cm. White 801.863.96

PAX wardrobes and KOMPLEMENT interior 
organisers have a 10-year guarantee.
See page 34.

ikeaproduct:593.305.60
ikeaproduct:102.604.36
ikeaproduct:203.322.54
ikeaproduct:193.856.77
ikeaproduct:302.604.02
ikeaproduct:693.856.70
ikeaproduct:702.903.60
ikeaproduct:302.903.62
ikeaproduct:901.863.91


 1 PAX Wardrobe $710 
  Foil and painted finish. W150×D44, H236.4cm. 
  White/HASVIK white 193.842.58  

Doors and frames $525 

Interior organisers $185 

Total wardrobe price

$710

 2 PAX Wardrobe $860 (Previous price $955) 

  Foil finish. W150×D66, H236.4cm. White stained oak effect/
  MEHAMN white stained oak effect 093.057.99 
  Doors and frames $640 

  Interior organisers $220

 
Even lower price

  Total wardrobe price

$860
  Previous price $955

 7 PAX Wardrobe $965 (Previous price $1,060) 
  Foil finish and mirror glass. W200×D66, H236.4cm. 
  White/MEHAMN white stained oak effect/white/AULI mirror glass 

893.306.05  
Doors and frames $795 

Interior organisers $170 

 
Even lower price

  Total wardrobe price

$965
  Previous price $1,060

 3 PAX Wardrobe $825 (Previous price $890) 
  Foil finish and mirror glass. W150×D44, H236.4cm. 
  White/AULI mirror glass 393.301.13  

Doors and frames $650 

Interior organisers $175

 
Even lower price

  Total wardrobe price

$825
  Previous price $890

 8 PAX Wardrobe $1,418 (Previous price $1,473) 
  Foil finish and mirror glass. W200×D44, H236.4cm. 
  White/FÄRVIK white glass/AULI mirror glass 793.305.16  

Doors and frames $860 

Interior organisers $558 

 
Even lower price

  Total wardrobe price

$1,418
  Previous price $1,473

 4 PAX Wardrobe $1,060 (Previous price $1,155) 
  Foil finish and tempered glass. W150×D66, H236.4cm. 
  White/FÄRVIK white glass 993.058.13  

Doors and frames $840 

Interior organisers $220 

 
Even lower price

  Total wardrobe price

$1,060
  Previous price $1,155

 9 PAX Wardrobe $1,565 (Previous price $1660) 
  Foil finish and mirror glass. W250×D66, H236.4cm. 
  White/MEHAMN white stained oak effect/white/AULI mirror glass 

293.057.41  
Doors and frames $865 

Interior organisers $700 

 
Even lower price

  Total wardrobe price

$1,565
  Previous price $1,660

 5 PAX Wardrobe $1,255 (Previous price $1,350) 
  Foil finish and high-gloss foil finish. W150×D66, H236.4cm. 
  White/HOKKSUND light grey 993.056.72  

Doors and frames $780  

Interior organisers $475 

 
Even lower price

  Total wardrobe price

$1,255
  Previous price $1,350

 10 PAX Wardrobe $2,405 (Previous price $2,500) 
  Foil finish and high-gloss foil finish. W300×D66, H236.4cm. 
  White stained oak effect/HOKKSUND high-gloss light grey 193.304.30  

Doors and frames $1,150 

Interior organisers $1,255 

 
Even lower price

  Total wardrobe price

$2,405
  Previous price $2,500
  KOMPLEMENT Pull-out trouser hanger coming soon, see IKEA.sg for 

latest availability info.

14 PAX combinations with sliding doors PAX combinations with sliding doors 15

 6 New PAX Wardrobe $1,440 
  Foil finish and tempered, frosted glass. W200×D66, H236.4cm. White/

SVARTISDAL white paper effect 593.857.03  
Doors and frames $890 

Interior organisers $550

  New  

Total wardrobe price

$1,440

ikeaproduct:393.842.57
ikeaproduct:293.057.98
ikeaproduct:593.301.12
ikeaproduct:193.058.12
ikeaproduct:193.056.71
ikeaproduct:793.857.02
ikeaproduct:193.306.04
ikeaproduct:993.305.15
ikeaproduct:493.057.40
ikeaproduct:393.304.29


 1 PAX Wardrobe $655 

  Foil finish and mirror glass. W150×D60, H236.4cm. 

  White stained oak effect/FORSAND white stained oak effect/VIKEDAL 

mirror glass 493.293.12  Handles are sold separately.  

Doors and frames $555 

Interior organisers $100 

Total wardrobe price

$655

 6 PAX Wardrobe $1,065 

  Foil finish. W250×D60, H236.4cm. White stained oak effect/FORSAND 

white stained oak effect 492.860.96  Handles are sold separately.  

Doors and frames $760 

Interior organisers $305 

Total wardrobe price

$1,065

 2 PAX Wardrobe $775

  Foil finish. W150×D60, H236.4cm. White/BERGSBO white 292.449.17  

Handles are sold separately.  

Doors and frames $520 

Interior organisers $255 

Total wardrobe price

$775

 7 PAX Corner wardrobe $670 (Previous price $690)

  Foil finish and mirror glass. Width left 110.5/width right 87.9×H236.4cm. 

White/FARDAL high-gloss white/VIKEDAL mirror glass 392.183.43  

Handles are sold separately.  

Doors and frames $630 

Interior organisers $40

  
Even lower price

  Total wardrobe price

$670
  Previous price $690

 3 PAX Wardrobe $1,110 (Previous price $1,170)

  Foil finish and high-gloss foil finish. W150×D60, H236.4cm. 

  White/FARDAL high-gloss white 993.034.99  Handles are sold separately.  

Doors and frames $715 

Interior organisers $395

 
Even lower price

  Total wardrobe price

$1,110
  Previous price $1,170

 8 PAX Corner wardrobe $630 

  Foil finish. Width left 110.5/width right 110.5×H236.4cm. 

  White/GRIMO white 192.185.13  Handles are sold separately.  

Doors and frames $575 

Interior organisers $55 

Total wardrobe price

$630

 4 PAX Wardrobe $980 

  Foil finish. W200×D60, H236.4cm. White/FLISBERGET light beige 

893.043.38 Handles are sold separately.  

Doors and frames $640 

Interior organisers $340 

Total wardrobe price

$980

 9 PAX Corner wardrobe $750 

  Foil finish. Width left 160.3/width right 87.9×H236.4cm. 

  White/FLISBERGET light beige 392.213.74  Handles are sold separately.  

Doors and frames $650 

Interior organisers $100 

Total wardrobe price

$750

 5 New PAX Wardrobe $1,585 

  Foil finish. W200×D60, H236.4cm. White/REINSVOLL grey-beige 

693.846.56  Handles are sold separately.  

Doors and frames $980 

Interior organisers $605

  New  

Total wardrobe price

$1,585

 10 PAX Corner wardrobe $1,715 

  Foil finish and mirror glass. Width left 210.3/width right 

160.2×H236.4cm. White/GRIMO white/VIKEDAL mirror glass 593.318.71  

  Handles are sold separately.  

Doors and frames $1,165 

Interior organisers $550 

Total wardrobe price

$1,715
  KOMPLEMENT Pull-out trouser hanger coming soon, see IKEA.sg for 

latest availability info.

16 PAX combinations with hinged doors PAX combinations with hinged doors 17

ikeaproduct:693.293.11
ikeaproduct:191.272.97
ikeaproduct:193.034.98
ikeaproduct:393.041.28
ikeaproduct:893.846.55
ikeaproduct:692.860.95
ikeaproduct:592.183.42
ikeaproduct:392.185.12
ikeaproduct:592.213.73
ikeaproduct:793.318.70


Let the smallest things 
make the biggest 
difference 

STUK
Storage with 7 compartments

$14.90
3

SKUGG
Shoe box

$14.90
/4pcs

2

PLURING
Clothes cover, set of 3

$3.90

4

RABBLA
Box with compartments

$19.90

5

KOMPLEMENT
Box, set of 4

$35
7

MALLGRODA
Box with lid

$29.90

1

8 BÄSTIS
Lint roller

$1.90

Neatly dividing things up, 
the STUK hanging organiser 
(made of at least 90% recycled 
materials) can be hung on a rod.

A sustainable lifestyle is about using and 
caring for the things you have. The soft 
fabric box RABBLA with a bamboo lid has 
compartments for your smaller items.

Take good care of your items and keep 
them organised in these KOMPLEMENT 
boxes made of soft felt. 

Refresh your garments, furniture or 
car seats with the BÄSTIS lint roller.

 1 MALLGRODA Box with lid $29.90 
  Clear lacquered birch veneer and ash veneer. 

Ø25, H10cm. 404.424.83
 2 SKUBB Shoe box $14.90/4pcs 
  Fabric: 100% polyester. W22×D34, H16cm. 

White 801.863.96
 3 STUK Storage with 7 compartments $14.90 

Fabric: 100% polyester. W30×D30, H90cm. 
White/grey 003.708.69

 4 PLURING Clothes cover, set of 3 $3.90 
  Sizes: 2 pcs 60x105 cm and 1 pc 60x130 cm. 

100% PEVA. Transparent white 902.872.53
 5 RABBLA Box with compartments $19.90 

Polyester and clear laquered bamboo. 
L25×W35, H10cm. 803.481.29

 6 VAXMYRA LED spotlight $16.90/2pcs 
  Plastic and steel. Designer: Mikael 

Warnhammar. Ø6.8, H1cm. White 104.218.68
 7 KOMPLEMENT Box, set of 4 $35 
  Comprises: 2 boxes (15x27x12 cm) and 
  2 boxes (25x27x12 cm). 100% polyester. 
  Light grey 792.608.39
 8 BÄSTIS Lint roller $1.90 Consists of 40 sheets, 

total length 7.5 m. Polypropylene plastic and 
paper. L22cm. Grey 704.256.27

VAXMYRA
LED spotlight

$16.90
/2pcs

6

ikeaproduct:004.394.54
ikeaproduct:901.863.91
ikeaproduct:703.708.56
ikeaproduct:102.872.52
ikeaproduct:903.481.24
ikeaproduct:104.218.68
ikeaproduct:992.608.38
ikeaproduct:904.256.26


Time for a change
Put together, add on, repurpose, move – meet PLATSA, 

your flexible assistant that fits anywhere. This true 
problem-solver is perfect if you have a home with 
architectural challenges, a growing family, or if you simply 
cannot stop optimising the functionality of your home. 

PLATSA 21

 2 BUMERANG Hanger $8.90/8pcs 

  Painted solid wood and steel. W43cm. 
  White 502.385.42
 3 New SKYDRAG LED worktop/ward lighting 

strip with sensor, dimmable $19.90 

  Built-in LED light source. Aluminium and 
plastic. L60cm. White 304.395.89 

  (Coming soon, please check IKEA.sg for latest 
availability info)

 4 New REJSA Box $9.90/ea 

  Powder coated steel. W17.5×D25, H12.5cm. 
Grey-green 004.577.92

 5 LACKISAR Storage case $19.90 

  100% polyester. W34×D51, H28cm. 404.321.39
 6 STÄLL Shoe cabinet with 4 compartments 

$179 Painted finish. W96×D17, H90cm. 
  White 301.781.72
 7 FORMIDABEL Bowl $4.90 

  Feldspar porcelain. Ø16cm. 
  Light green 903.924.14

  Safety and convenience first! Always attach 
PLATSA frames to a wall according to assembly 
instructions. If you build over 3 m in height 
or hang a frame on the wall, add a LÄTTHET 
suspension rail. Fixing devices for the wall and 
extra rails are sold separately.

 1 PLATSA Wardrobe with 6 drawers $656 

  Foil finish and powder coated steel. 
W140×D42, H241cm. White/FONNES white 
093.243.21  Lighting is sold separately.  
What’s included in the price:  
Doors, drawer fonts, frames and legs $521 
Interior organisers $135 
Total wardrobe price

$656

3

5

6

Delivery
Whether you’re shopping 
in store or online, and 
no matter how big the 
purchase, we’ll do the heavy 
lifting and bring it to your 
preferred location.

7 FORMIDABEL
Bowl

$4.90

PLATSA 
Wardrobe with 6 drawers

$656
1

4 REJSA
Box

$9.90
/ea

New

BUMERANG 
Hanger

$8.90
/8pcs

2
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 1 PLATSA Wardrobe $487 
  Foil finish. W120×D57, H251cm. 
  White/FONNES white 192.901.51  
  Knobs are sold separately. 
  What’s included in the price: 

Doors, drawer fronts, frames and legs 

$332 

Interior organisers $155 

Total wardrobe price

$487

Use your tricky corners – build around 
the architecture and optimise your 
storage possibilities.
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 3 STUK Storage case $14.90 
  Fabric: 100% polyester. W55×D51, H18cm. 

White/grey 203.095.74
 4 STUK Storage case $9.90 
  Fabric: 100% polyester. W34×D51, H28cm. 

White/grey 203.096.87

  Safety and convenience first! Always attach 
PLATSA frames to a wall according to assembly 
instructions. If you build over 3 m in height 
or hang a frame on the wall, add a LÄTTHET 
suspension rail. Fixing devices for the wall and 
extra rails are sold separately.

 2 PLATSA Wardrobe with 8 doors+3 drawers 

$952 Foil finish. W340×D42, H241cm. 
  White/SANNIDAL white/FONNES white 

093.365.50  Handles are sold separately.  
What’s included in the price: 
Doors, drawer fronts, frames and legs $730 

Interior organisers $222 

Total wardrobe price

$952

Enjoy an airy bedroom optimised for 
storage where a frame of PLATSA units 
becomes an attractive part of your 
interior design. 

Find things more easily with practical 
STUK boxes in different sizes.

STUK
Storage case

$14.90
3

4

2

ikeaproduct:392.901.12
ikeaproduct:493.365.48
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Build, move, repurpose

PLATSA is just another word for flexibility. Opening up to almost 
endless possibilities, the modular design allows you to turn the 
same basic units into completely different solutions (you can 
check out three of them here). Hang frames on the wall or expand 
your solution vertically in a secure way by adding extra LÄTTHET 
suspension rails. When a wardrobe is this easy to put together and 
take apart (and put together again), there are no limits to what 
the two of you can accomplish.
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PLATSA
Wardrobe with 5 doors 
and 3 drawers

$788
1

Apart from the included LÄTTHET suspension rails,
two extra 80 cm rails and one extra 60 cm rail were 
added to put together this combination.

The LÄTTHET suspension rails needed to put together this 
combination are included (one 80 cm and one 60 cm rail).

Apart from the included LÄTTHET suspension rails, two extra rails of 80 cm 
and one extra of 60 cm were added to put together this combination.

 1 PLATSA Wardrobe with 5 doors and 

  3 drawers $788 Foil finish. W175–205×D42, 
H321cm. White/FONNES white 593.365.43 

Handles are sold separately.  
What’s included in the price:  
Doors, drawer fronts, frames and legs $653 

Interior organisers $135 

Total wardrobe price

$788
 

  Safety and convenience first! Always attach 
PLATSA frames to a wall according to assembly 
instructions. If you build over 3 m in height 
or hang a frame on the wall, add a LÄTTHET 
suspension rail. Fixing devices for the wall and 
extra rails are sold separately.

PLATSA planner 
Use our online planning 
tool to try different 
combinations and 
rearrange things until 
you find the best solution 
for your space. 

Just click the parts together to assemble 
– easy as a breeze. PLATSA can also be 
disassembled, making it possible to 
arrange and rearrange your solution 
any way you like.

ikeaproduct:793.365.42


 1 PLATSA Wardrobe $705 
  Foil finish. W240×D57, H231cm. 
  White/FONNES white 492.419.46  

Doors, drawer fronts, frames and legs $652 
Interior organisers $53 
Total wardrobe price

$705

 5 PLATSA Wardrobe with 2 doors and 3 drawers $543 
  Foil finish and powder coated steel. W160×D42, H181cm. 

White/FONNES white 193.362.72 
Doors, drawer fronts, frames and legs $450 
Interior organisers $93 
Total wardrobe price

$543

 2 PLATSA Wardrobe with 9 doors $766 
  Foil finish. W260×D42, H221cm. 
  White/FONNES white/RIDABU mirror 793.365.61 

Doors, drawer fronts, frames and legs $637 
Interior organisers $129 
Total wardrobe price

$766

 6 PLATSA Wardrobe with 6 drawers $656 
  Foil finish and powder coated steel. W140×D42, H241cm. 

White/FONNES white 093.243.21   
Doors, drawer fronts, frames and legs $521 
Interior organisers $135 
Total wardrobe price

$656

 3 PLATSA TV/storage combination with 12 doors 
  and 2 drawers $940 Foil finish and tempered glass. 

W220×D42, H251cm. White/FONNES white/VÄRD glass 
393.855.20 
Doors, drawer fronts, frames and legs $860 
Interior organisers $80 
Total wardrobe price

$940

 7 PLATSA Storage combination with 6 doors and 
  3 drawers $1,297 Foil finish and powder coated steel. 

W420×D42, H241cm. White/FONNES white 393.243.86
  Doors, drawer fronts, frames and legs $1,062 

Interior organisers $235 
Total wardrobe price

$1,297

 4 PLATSA Wardrobe $1,077 
  Foil finish. W220×D57, H231cm. 
  White/SANNIDAL white/RIDABU mirror 592.521.09 

Doors, drawer fronts, frames and legs $850 
Interior organisers $227 
Total wardrobe price

$1,077
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 8 LÄTTHET Leg $20/4pcs 
  Painted solid beech. H11cm. White 903.955.92
 9 LÄTTHET Leg $15/4pcs 
  Powder coated steel. H11cm. 
  White/metal 203.955.95
 10 LÄTTHET Leg, adjustable $5/4pcs 
  Steel and plastic. Min. height 1.1cm. 
  White 603.875.79

8

10

LÄTTHET
Leg

$15/4pcs

9

A place for everything and everything in its place
Get complete control over your things with a combination of open 
and closed storage across your home. The flexibility of PLATSA allows 

you to customise your solution down to the last detail, making it even 
easier to see, find and use your belongings. And although perfection 

might be an impossible goal, a little less messy goes a long way.

These adjustable feet compensate for any 
irregularities in the floor.

PLATSA planner
Use the flexibility of PLATSA to 

find room for all your things. 

Check out our online planning 
tool to test your ideas before 
you get started.

ikeaproduct:593.362.70
ikeaproduct:293.243.20
ikeaproduct:593.243.85
ikeaproduct:103.955.91
ikeaproduct:503.955.94
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Keep an open mind

Life is full of possibilities and so is ELVARLI. With a height-adjustable 

post, it makes a great room divider with easy access to all your things. 

Enjoy open storage from floor to ceiling or use the units to create the 

walk-in closet of your dreams. Just add hangers and interior organisers 

and you're set. 
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ELVARLI planner 

Use our online planning tool 

to try different combinations 

and rearrange things until 

you find the best solution for 

your space. 

 1 ELVARLI 2 sections $535 

  Powder coated aluminium and steel. 

W135×D51, H222–350cm. White 891.581.53  

This combination includes: Three 222–350cm 

posts, nine 2pcs 51cm brackets for post, 

  five 40×51cm shelves, two 80×51cm shelves, 

two 80×51cm drawers and one 80cm clothes 

rail.

 2 ELVARLI 1 section $250 

  Powder coated aluminium and steel. 

  W92×D51, H222–350cm. White 191.579.01  

  This combination includes: Two 222–350cm 

posts, four 2pcs 51cm brackets for post, 

  four 80×51cm shelves and one 80cm clothes 

rail.

 3 ELVARLI 3 sections $1,230 

  Powder coated aluminium and steel. 

W178×D51, H222–350cm. White 393.843.23  

This combination includes: Four 222–350cm 

posts, twenty-one 2pcs 51cm brackets for post, 

eight 40×51cm shelves, four 80×51cm shelves, 

six 40×51cm drawers and three 80×51cm 

drawers.

 4 ELVARLI 3 sections $1,430 

  Powder coated aluminium and steel. 

W258×D51, H222–350cm. White 791.878.15  

This combination includes: Four 222–350cm 

posts, twenty-one 2pcs 51cm brackets for post, 

twelve 80×51cm shelves and nine 80×51cm 

drawers.

 5 ELVARLI 3 sections $425 

  Powder coated aluminium and steel. 

W258×D51, H222–350cm. White 191.573.69  

This combination includes: Four 222–350cm 

posts, five 2pcs 51cm brackets for post, five 

80×51cm shelves and five 80cm clothes rails.

 6 ELVARLI 3 sections $980 

  Powder coated aluminium and steel. 

W258×D51, H222–350cm. White 191.573.88  

This combination includes: Four 222–350cm 

posts, twelve 2pcs 51cm brackets for post, 

  six 80×51cm shelves, six 80×51cm drawers and 

three 80cm clothes rails.

  Safety and convenience first! The ELVARLI 

post is adjustable in height and must be 

fixed to the ceiling according to assembly 

instructions. Fixing devices for the wall are 

sold separately.

ELVARLI
1 section

$250

2

3 4

Create a practical and attractive display of 

your belongings by adding some shelves 

to your open solution.

Get a perfect overview of your shirts and 

blouses (and avoid wrinkly clothes) with 

a solution that has plenty of room for 

hangers.

ELVARLI
3 sections

$425

5

ELVARLI
3 sections

$980

6

ELVARLI
2 sections

$535
1
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Create space for yourself 
(and everyone else)
Get ready quicker and be on your way – simply reach in and grab your 

stuff that you have neatly organised with rods, shelves, organisers, 

baskets and hampers. JONAXEL allows you to use every inch of hidden 

and small areas for highly efficient storage.

JONAXEL planner 

Use our online planning tool 

to try different combinations 

and rearrange things until 

you find the best solution for 

your space. 

 1 JONAXEL Frame/wire baskets/clothes rails 

$186 (Previous price $190) 

  Powder coated steel. W99×D51, H173cm. 

292.976.61  This combination includes: 

  Two 50×51×70cm frames, two 50×51×104cm 

frames, two 46–82cm adjustable clothes rails 

and eight 50×51×15cm wire baskets.

 2 JONAXEL Frame with mesh baskets 

  $50/ea Powder coated steel. W25×D51, H70cm. 

392.971.42  This combination includes: 

  One 25×51×70cm frame and 

  four 25×51×15cm mesh baskets.

 3 JONAXEL Frame/mesh baskets/shelving 

units $259.80 (Previous price $289.80) 

Powder coated steel. W99×D51, H173cm. 

193.239.91  This combination includes: 

  Two 50×51×104cm frames, two 50×51×70cm 

shelving units and twelve 50×51×15cm 

  mesh baskets.

 4 JONAXEL Frame with mesh baskets $90 

(Previous price $105) Powder coated steel. 

W50×D51, H104cm. 892.974.89 

  This combination includes: One 50×51×104cm 

frame and six 50×51×15cm mesh baskets.

 5 JONAXEL Frame with wire baskets $40 

Powder coated steel. W25×D51, H70cm. 

692.971.31  This combination includes: 

  One 25×51×70cm frame and 

  four 25×51×15cm wire baskets.

 6 JONAXEL Frame/wire baskets/clothes 

rails $197.80 (Previous price $199.80) 

Powder coated steel. W142–178×D51, H139cm. 

293.175.55  This combination includes: 

  Two 50×51×70cm frames, two 50×51×70cm 

shelving units, one 46–82cm adjustable 

  clothes rail and eight 50×51×15cm wire baskets.

 7 JONAXEL Shelving unit $148.80 

  Powder coated steel. W182×D51, H160cm. 

492.972.88  This combination includes: 

  One 80×38×160cm shelving unit and

  two 50×51×70cm shelving units.

  Safety and convenience first! Fix JONAXEL 

  to a wall according to assembly instructions. 

  Fixing devices for the wall are sold separately.

6

JONAXEL
Shelving unit

$148.80

7

Tall or short units, wide and narrow 

shelves – JONAXEL can be combined in 

many ways.
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2

JONAXEL
Frame/wire baskets/
clothes rails

$186
Previous price $190

1

Even lower price

JONAXEL
Frame/mesh baskets/shelving units

$259.80

Previous price $289.80

3

Even lower price

JONAXEL
Frame with wire baskets

$40

5

JONAXEL
Frame with mesh baskets

$90
Previous price $105

4

Even lower price

ikeaproduct:492.976.60
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Go for affordable 
flexibility 
Make more time for the fun things in life and be prepared for new 

opportunities along the way. BOAXEL is an open storage solution 

that can be adapted and added to as often as your hobbies – or the 

seasons – change.  With adjustable shelves and clothes rails it’s easy to 

customise to your needs.

BOAXEL planner 

Use our online planning tool 

to try different combinations 

and rearrange things until 

you find the best solution for 

your space. 
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 1 BOAXEL 4 sections $384 

  Powder coated steel and foil finish. 

  W242×D40, H200.6cm. White 093.323.83  

  This combination includes: Five 200cm 

  wall uprights, four 62cm mounting rails, 

  twenty-eight 40cm brackets, four 60cm 

  clothes rails, three 60×40×15cm mesh baskets, 

  twelve 60×40cm shelves, three 60×40cm 

  shoe shelves and one 60cm trouser hanger.

 2 BOAXEL 1 section $99 

  Powder coated steel and foil finish.

   W82×D40, H200.6cm. White 493.855.72 

  This combination includes: Two 200cm 

  wall uprights, one 82cm mounting rail, 

  eight 40cm brackets, three 80×40cm shelves 

and one 80×40cm drying rack.

 3 BOAXEL 2 sections $211 

  Powder coated steel and foil finish. 

  W162×D40, H200.6cm. White 393.864.83

  This combination includes: Three 200cm 

  wall uprights, two 82cm mounting rails, 

  fifteen 40cm brackets, one 80cm clothes rail, 

seven 80×40cm shelves and two 80×40cm 

drying racks.

 4 BOAXEL 3 sections $291 

  Powder coated steel and foil finish. 

  W182×D40, H200.6cm. White 093.323.97 

  This combination includes: Four 200cm 

  wall uprights, three 62cm mounting rails, 

twenty-one 40cm brackets, three 60cm 

  clothes rails, two 60×40×15cm mesh baskets, 

eight 60×40cm shelves, four 60×40cm shoe 

shelves and one 60cm trouser hanger.

 5 BOAXEL 4 sections $408 

  Powder coated steel and foil finish. 

  W242×D40, H200.6cm. White/oak 393.323.86  

  This combination includes: Five 200cm 

  wall uprights, four 62cm mounting rails, 

  twenty-eight 40cm brackets, four 60cm 

  clothes rails, three 60×40×15cm mesh baskets, 

  twelve 60×40cm shelves, three 60×40cm 

  shoe shelves and one 60cm trouser hanger.

 6 BOAXEL 3 sections $173 

  Powder coated steel and foil finish. 

  W222×D40, H100.6cm. White 693.864.86

  This combination includes: Four 100cm 

  wall uprights, one 62cm mounting rail, 

  two 82cm mounting rails, eleven 40cm 

brackets, one 80cm clothes rail, two 60×40cm 

shelves, four 80×40cm shelves, one 60×40cm 

drying rack and one 80×40cm drying rack.

  Safety and convenience first! Fix BOAXEL to a 

wall according to assembly instructions. Fixing 

devices for the wall are sold separately.

BOAXEL

1 section

$99

2

3
4

5

Air your clothes on a practical drying rack, 

just one of many clever BOAXEL solutions.

A shorter shelf solution provides extra 

storage above your sink and allows you to 

airdry smaller items. 

BOAXEL

3 sections

$173

6

BOAXEL

4 sections

$384
1
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Services and guarantees
Our broad service offer gives you the freedom to choose not only the products that 

suit you but also decide how much you want to do yourself and how much you want 

us to do for you. On this page you’ll find the different services that we can offer to help 

and support you.
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Wardrobe planning and consultation

Even on big projects, the little things matter. 

Discuss your ideas with our team of design 

professionals and we’ll help nail them down 

in detail.

We help you with inspiration and functional 

solutions for everything, from the placement 

of wardrobes and storage to lighting.

Delivery

Whether you’re shopping in store or online, 

and no matter how big the purchase, we 

can do the heavy lifting and bring it to your 

preferred location, at a time that suits you.

Assembly

All of our products are designed to be 

assembled by you, but we’re more than happy 

to help put it all together. 

You can book the service for anything from a 

single piece to all of your storage furniture. 

We take away the packaging and dispose of it 

in an environmentally friendly way.

PAX Guarantees
This guarantee applies to domestic use only for clothes and shoe storage and covers defects 

in material and workmanship in the following components of the PAX/KOMPLEMENT 

wardrobes and interior organisers: • Frames • Hinged doors and hinges • Dividers for frames 

• Sliding doors and sliding door mechanism • KOMPLEMENT interior organisers

Products not covered under this guarantee
KOMPLEMENT insert for pull-out tray, 
KOMPLEMENT jewellery insert for pull-out tray, 
KOMPLEMENT divider for pull-out tray 
KOMPLEMENT shoe insert
KOMPLEMENT drawer mat
KOMPLEMENT boxes and 
KOMPLEMENT pull-down clothes rails

How long is this guarantee valid?
The guarantee for PAX/KOMPLEMENT wardrobes 
and interior organisers remains in force for ten 
(10) years and is valid from the date of purchase. 
The original purchase receipt is required as proof 
of purchase.

What will be done to correct the problem?
IKEA will examine the product and decide, at 
its sole discretion, if it is covered under this 
guarantee. If considered covered, IKEA through 
its own service operations, will then, at its sole 
discretion, either repair the defective product 
or replace it with the same or a comparable 
product. If it is covered by this guarantee, 
IKEA will pay the costs of repairs, spare parts, 
labour and travel for repair staff, that IKEA 
incur, provided that the product is accessible for 
repair without special expenditure. This does 
not apply to any repair work not authorized by 
IKEA. Replaced parts become the property of 
IKEA. If the item is no longer sold by IKEA, IKEA 
will provide an appropriate replacement. It is 
IKEA that determines, at its sole discretion, what 
constitutes an appropriate replacement.

What is not covered under this guarantee?
This guarantee does not apply to products that 
have been stored or installed incorrectly, used 
inappropriately, abused, misused, altered or 
cleaned with wrong cleaning methods or cleaning 
products.
This guarantee does not cover normal wear 
and tear, cuts, scratches or damage caused by 
impacts or accidents.
This guarantee does not apply if products has 
been placed outdoors or in a humid environment 
e.g. bathroom.
This guarantee does not cover consequential or 
incidental damages.

Care instructions
Assemble according to the assembly instruction 
and secure the wardrobe frames by fixing 
them to a wall. Keep in mind that different wall 
materials require different types of wall fittings. 
If you are uncertain, contact your local hardware 
specialist. Wipe clean with a cloth damped in mild 
cleaner. Then wipe clean with a dry cloth.

How country, provincial and state law applies
This guarantee gives you specific legal rights, and 
is in addition to your statutory legal rights.

How to reach us if you need service? 
Email
Because you might need help anytime, 
day or night. So, drop us an email and we’ll 
get back to you as soon as possible. 
customerservice.ikeasg@ikano.asia 

Phone
Customer Contact Centre
+65 6786 6868

Sunday – Thursday: 10am – 10pm
Friday and Saturday: 10am – 11pm
Day prior to Public Holiday: 10am – 11pm

Charges 
All delivery, assembly, picking and installation 
charges are charged separately, and are not 
included in the brochure prices. 

Note 
We reserve the right to adjust our prices 
accordingly to any other changes beyond 
our reasonable control, eg. major currency 
fluctuations. Although we do try to ensure that all 
information in the catalogue is correct at the time 
of printing, we apologise for any alteration to 
products of the range that may be made during 
its life. IKEA also reserves the right to correct 
price errors or on a while stocks last basis. Please 
also note that some articles may vary in size and 
colour from shown in this brochure.

PAX wardrobes and 
KOMPLEMENT interior 
organisers have a 
10-year guarantee.

A place for all the 
things you love
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Delivery service

Scan for more

You can carry it 
home yourself...

https://www.ikea.com/sg/en/customer-service/services/delivery


This IKEA Wardrobes brochure is printed 

on FSCTM certified paper to ensure more 

responsible origins of the wood.
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Wardrobes

For opening hours and directions to your nearest 
IKEA store, visit our website at IKEA.sg.

LACKISAR
Storage case. 100% polyester. 
W34×D51, H28cm. 404.321.39

$19.90

Availability of some featured products may vary.

Please check IKEA.sg for more details.

Prolong the life of your favourite 
items – taking good care of your 
things is a great way to contribute 
to a more sustainable society. A soft 
storage case helps you minimise the 
effects of daily wear and tear.

PAX Wardrobes and 
KOMPLEMENT interior organisers 
have a 10-year guarantee.

ikeaproduct:604.321.38

